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Mastering AutoCAD Civil 3D 2011Sybex, 2010

	Civil 3D was introduced in 2004 as a trial product. Designed to give the then–Land Development desktop user a glimpse of the civil engineering software future, it was a sea change for AutoCADbased design packages. Although there was need for a dynamic design package, many seasoned Land Desktop users wondered how they’d ever make...
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Chocolate Fortunes: The Battle for the Hearts, Minds, and Wallets of China's ConsumersAMACOM, 2009
As China comes into its own as a world economic power, a new, huge consumer class is emerging, hungry for all things Western. In this land where twenty-five years ago most of the population had never tasted chocolate, five icons of Western business are now slugging it out in a battle royal to see which will become the Emperor of Chocolate in China....
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Insect Outbreaks RevisitedJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	The abundance of insects can change dramatically from generation to generation; these generational changes may occur within a growing season or over a period of years. Such extraordinary density changes or "outbreaks" may be abrupt and ostensibly random, or population peaks may occur in a more or less cyclic fashion. They can be...
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Careers for Caring People & Other Sensitive TypesMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Careers for Caring People & Other Sensitive Types

Have your friends nicknamed you "Mother Theresa"? Can your local charities count on you to volunteer? Then you are a caring person, someone the rest of us can depend on and admire. Your soft heart and Good Samaritan ways can also help out your wallet. In...
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Encyclopedia of World Cultures: OceaniaMacmillan Technical, 1991
Ifyou turn a globe just so, all you can see is the Pacific Ocean, the earth's largest geographic feature. Its estimated area of some 181 million square kilometers is greater than that of all of the world's land areas combined; however, even when Aus. tralia is included, the Pacific contains only about 9 million square kilometers of dry land. The...
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Hydrology and the Management of WatershedsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	This new edition is a major revision of the popular introductory reference on hydrology and watershed management principles, methods, and applications. The book's content and scope have been improved and condensed, with updated chapters on the management of forest, woodland, rangeland, agricultural urban, and mixed land use watersheds....
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Instant: The Story of PolaroidArchitectural Press, 2012

	"Instant photography at the push of a button!" During the 1960s and '70s, Polaroid was the coolest technology company on earth. Like Apple, it was an innovation machine that cranked out one must-have product after another. Led by its own visionary genius founder, Edwin Land, Polaroid grew from a 1937 garage start-up into a...
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Land of Nuclear Enchantment: A New Mexican History of the Nuclear Weapons IndustryUniversity of New Mexico Press, 2019

	
		In this thoughtful social history of New Mexico's nuclear industry, Lucie Genay traces the scientific colonization of the state in the twentieth century from the points of view of the local people. Genay focuses on personal experiences in order to give a sense of the upheaval that accompanied the rise of the nuclear era. She...
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Into the Bermuda TriangleInternational Marine, 2005
Still unsolved, still baffling, still claiming new victims. Here are the untold stories.  

A pilot reports a strange haze enveloping his plane, then disappears; eleven hours after fuel starvation, as if calling from a void, he is heard 600 miles away. He requests permission to land, then vanishes forever. A freighter steaming over placid...
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Global Expansion: Britain and its Empire, 1870-1914 (Pluto Critical History)Pluto Press, 2000
This short volume focuses upon the British empire and the development and growth of the country’s imperial system between 1870 and the outbreak of World War I, in the context of historically unprecedented global expansion by certain European powers. The British was incomparably the largest both in area and population of the European overseas...
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Groundwater in the Environment: An IntroductionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006

	This accessible new textbook provides a thorough introduction to all aspects of groundwater systems and their management. Using straightforward language and analogies to everyday experiences, it explains the origins, nature, and behavior of subsurface water without resorting to complicated mathematics.


	Groundwater in the...
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Modern Methods of ValuationEstates Gazette, 2012

	The new and improved eleventh edition of this essential valuation textbook reflects the changes in the property market since 2009, whilst presenting the tried and tested study of the principles governing the valuation of land, houses and buildings of the previous editions.


	The eleventh edition is fully up-to-date...
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